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How New T12 Lighting Standards Will Impact Utilities
In 1992, the government began regulating general-service fluorescent lamps with the
Energy Policy Act. The newest rules from the U.S. Department of Energy expand on
these regulations by making the energy-efficiency standards stricter. The leastefficient and lowest-cost products will be eliminated from the market—including most
4-foot linear and 2-foot U-shaped T12 lamps.
Because about one out of every five light sockets in the U.S. is lamped with 4-foot
fluorescent tubes, the impact of these new lamp standards will be far-reaching. Make
plans to join us for this special utility roundtable web conference, where the discussion
will be focused on what to do next. We’ll kick things off by summarizing the new lamp
standards and looking at what some utilities are currently doing in response.
Come prepared with your questions, concerns, and actions—the main part of this web
conference will be an open discussion.
Speakers:
Susan Anderson, Manager, Energy Relations, Osram Sylvania
Greg Whiting, Manager, Conservation Resources, Seattle Light
Thomas Coughlin, Principal Analyst, National Grid
You will learn:
• The impact new standards will have on linear fluorescent products
• How the standards may affect baselines for calculating savings
• New strategies for effective lighting programs
Who should attend:
Members of the E Source Technology Assessment and Efficiency & Demand Response
Programs Services involved in lighting programs.
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focused on what to do next. We’ll kick things off by summarizing the new lamp standards
and looking at what some utilities are currently doing in response.
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